DHMC Campus Parking

PATIENT AND VISITOR PARKING: If your appointment is at the Medical Center, follow signs to the Main Entrance, the Faulkner Building, or Parking Garage. The Parking Garage has a direct entrance to the fourth level of the Faulkner Building. Please remember your vehicle location by noticing the nearest sign on light poles in outdoor lots and the colorful signs for each level in the Parking Garage.

ACCESSIBLE PARKING: A number of accessible parking spaces are available at all entrances. Accessible parking is available on every level of the Parking Garage.

PARKING ASSISTANCE: Security staff is available at the Main Entrance Monday through Friday to assist those patients who have trouble walking and who need help getting from their car and into the building. Hours: 7:30 am to 4:30 pm.

WHEELCHAIR ASSISTANCE: Wheelchairs are available at all patient entrances. To protect your safety, we discourage the use of wheelchairs in the Parking Garage.